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Week 6 – Whispers of the ancestors

A message of
appreciation
Da Daghay Development Corporation thanks

“People will not look forward to posterity who never look backward to their
ancestors.”
Edmund Burke

everyone participating, for their time, and

Our week 6 event was held Monday April

There were distinct themes that arose from the

creativity.

16, on the land at Helen’s Fish Camp. We

discussions, strongly centered around the

were blessed with sunshine and warm

importance of the past, of pride in culture and

winds, roaring fires, and wonderful food. It

heritage. There was also a distinct feeling that

was a rich evening, with thoughtful

healing and connection to one another and to

discourse, punctuated by energetic pups and

the land was paramount to the growth and

This week was a bit different, with the workshop
being held at Helen’s Fish Camp, serving to bring
some of the voices from the area, into the process.
For those who have participated in previous
workshops, there were some repeat questions, but
for those who have been unable to join us, the
questions invoked thoughtful dialogue and
emotion.

bannock, and berries and ice
cream were plentiful, and
provided
Charlene

The following pages capture this creativity, and
we look forward to incorporating them all into the
vision.
To get in touch anytime, contact:
Ben Asquith, CEO

enthusiastic chickadees.
Ribs, corn, rice, Caesar salad,

867.332.7898

by

the

lovely

Burns

and

company, and Nicole Smith
led us through the dinner

future of both individuals and the Nation.
For our children to have Education of the past, community
success with cultural
customs as a

gatherings,

strong

traditional

values and cultures, were all
common

discussion

points.

foundation to their lives Interestingly, when asked what
services presently are important,
and future.
there were very few that came

Many of those who attended this event, were

forward. While the discussions want to focus

first-timers, finding the meeting at home

on the ultimate goal of an Administration /

most convenient for participation. To ensure

Gathering Place, so much of the current state

their voices are reflected and included

of the community and government determine

throughout this process, a series of questions

the final outcome and product. More to come!

were posed, not unlike those already posed

Moving forward, we will be alternating

in weeks past. These questions and their

locations each week, with April 24 being at

answers are summarized in this newsletter.

the Gold Rush Inn, and May 1 being at

There was a definite sense of family and

Helen’s Fish Camp! Full dates and locations

connection throughout the evening.

are on the last page.

Let’s start at the very
beginning…. >>>

What are some of the past and present successes of your community?

To understand better the future vision of the Ta’an Kwäch’än Council and its citizens, it is important to reflect on the successes
experienced, no matter how small. These successes help define who you are, as individuals, and as a Nation. While the question may seem
trite, it can provide reflections of hope, happiness, and can be a source of strength and light.

When Charlene
cooks :)

To still be here
and occupying
our homeland

Surviving
diseases (i.e.
smallpox)
A development
corporation

Family camps

3 apartment
buildings

Starting to
communicate

+ 2 more to
come
+ playground

Having a
traditional
Chief (Chief Jim
Boss, Chief
Grady)

Northern
Visions

Helen's Fish
Camp, great to
have but needs
work to be
further enjoyed

Having Ta'an
citiesn working
at TKC office

Success!

Community
gatherings are
bringing people
together

Separating
from Kwanlin
Dun First
Nation

A garden, ice
rink at Lake
Laberge, (but
needs work
now)

Educating and
suporting our
citizens

9 TKC citizens
graduating
from Beat the
Heat

Becoming an
independent
First Nation

Realizing the
sky is the limit

Being
recognized as
traditional TKC
Citizens

Reviving our
First Nation
Owning our
current Admin
building

What are your hopes for the emotional, cultural, spiritual, health of your
community?
The health of a community is so much more than just eating well, and exercising… The influence of culture on health is vast, with strong
relationships and connections proving to be sources of social support, often providing a sense of belonging, security, and community. These
relationships have proven to increase overall wellbeing and bolster life expectancy.

The day when Ta'an
is once again spoken
and undesrtoosd.

To have more jobs
then people could be
happy and support
their families.

Requires healthy
leadership

Healing for our First
Nation needs to
occur in order for
people to heal.

Healing, Sobreity,
being happy

Citizens coming
together in positive
ways (DDDC
meetings)

Lots of pain and hurt
within our poeple.

Preservation of
heritage

Community
Health

Use the land as a
healing place, a
teaching place, and a
place for games

Providing an outlook
for people/citizens
to talk

For our children to
have succes with
cultural customs as a
foundation

Harmony and
balance

A new
administration
buildling

Having traditional
people with more of
a voice

Have our history
acknoweldged in our
facility

To have our
governing body
utilize traditional
values as their
guidance

For citizens to know
where they've come
from, and are true to
their culture and
heritage

What are the fundamental needs and components necessary for these hopes to
be realized?
Over the weeks, we’ve discussed what is needed to make these dreams of an Administration / Gathering Place building possible. This
question spoke to what the fundamental needs are, with respect to achieving the emotional, cultural, and spiritual healing, of citizens and the
community.

Playground at
Helen's Fish Camp

More Ta'an
language speakers

More cultural
traditions teachings

Admin buillding
with a playground
and all TKC citizens
working

Open and honest
conversations

Staff need to be
culturally
competent

Better ourselves
within

Our own gathering
place

Funding

Fundemental
Needs

Getting along and
forgiving

Motivation

General Assemblies
must recognize the
need to work
together

Will

Traditional families
to access their
people to have
input on what they
want/need

Broad-spectrum
training for all.

Drop-in daily
programs and
family treatment
programs in
conjunction with
other FN at Lake
Laberge

Working togetther
towards good
honest growth

Ta'an Kwach'an at
Lake Laberge

Cultural healing
Land-based and
traditional learning

When you consider these dreams, where do you see this place / places?
This last question of the evening attempted to achieve clarity on the location question…

Next workshop >>>

April 24, 2019
Alternating Locations
Moving forward, we are alternating
Has to be close
to Whitehorse,
not everyone
has a vehicle.

our locations weekly.
April 24 – Gold Rush Inn

Should have
bus access.

Administration
- in town

May 1 – Helen’s Fish Camp
At Lake
Laberge, where
we've come
from.

Cultural - out
on the land

May 8 – Gold Rush Inn
May 15 – Helen’s Fish Camp
May 22 – Gold Rush Inn
May 29 – Helen’s Fish Camp
June 5 – Gold Rush Inn

We can go
"back to the
land".

Location?

Must be on our
traditional
territory. We
are NOT KDFN.

Shuttles will be provided
Weeks at Helen’s Fish Camp, bus
leaves TKC office at 4pm
Weeks at Gold Rush Inn, bus leaves
Horse Creek Road at 4pm
ANNOUNCEMENT!
Artist Needed!
DDDC needs an artist who can
capture the essence and ideas from
these workshops and generate
Don’t see your voice reflected here?
Want to get involved but can’t attend?
Please let us know!
Contact:
Ben Asquith, CEO
Da Daghay Development Corporation
867.332.7898
dadaghay@northwestel.net

